INTRODUCTION
Although cells possess a number of mechanisms for repairing DNA damage, double-strand breaks (DSBs) are particularly troublesome (Su, 2006) . Failure to repair DSBs results in chromosome fragments lacking either telomeres or centromeres. It is well established that without the protection of intact telomeres, end-to-end chromosome fusions produce dicentrics, extensive chromosome rearrangements, and aneuploidy (Tusell et al., 2008) . The acentric fragments produced from unrepaired DSBs are equally problematic. Since acentric fragments lack kinetochores, one might expect acentrics to be incapable of poleward segregation. Surprisingly, however, poleward movement of acentrics has been observed in a number of systems. Efficient acentric segregation is demonstrated in budding yeast, where broken chromosomes transit through many generations before being repaired (Galgoczy and Toczyski, 2001; Malkova et al., 1996; Sandell and Zakian, 1993) . In Drosophila, acentrics generated through the bridge-breakage-fusion cycle accumulate to high copy number, indicating efficient acentric segregation through several cell cycles (Titen and Golic, 2008) . Further analysis in budding yeast shows that two chromosome fragments created by one irreversible DSB remain apposed throughout mitosis (Melo et al., 2001) . Mechanisms of acentric segregation include neocentromere formation and association of acentrics with undamaged chromosomes (Ishii et al., 2008; Kanda et al., 2001; Platero et al., 1999) .
Here, we describe a distinct tether-based mechanism facilitating acentric segregation. By studying the fate of acentrics in Drosophila larval neuroblasts, we discovered that acentric chromosome fragments lag on the metaphase plate but ultimately undergo poleward segregation during anaphase. Our data demonstrate that segregation is achieved through DNA tethers connecting the acentric and centric fragments. These tethers are decorated with Polo kinase, the spindle checkpoint component BubR1, and two chromosomal passenger complex proteins, INCENP and Aurora-B. In bubR1-and polo-compromised backgrounds, the efficiency of acentric poleward segregation is significantly diminished and the frequency of acentrics untethered to their centric partners is increased. These phenotypes are correlated with a dramatic decrease in survival upon DSB induction. These studies reveal a distinct mechanism by which acentric chromatids segregate accurately and suggest an additional role for BubR1 and Polo in the prevention of chromosomal instability (CIN).
RESULTS

Efficient Generation of Acentric Chromosomes during Larval Development Does Not Affect Viability
To study the behavior of acentrics, we generated DSBs by expressing the endonuclease I-CreI. I-CreI recognizes a 20 nt sequence in the rDNA repeats located in the centromeric heterochromatin of the Drosophila sex chromosomes (Rong et al., 2002) . The Drosophila X chromosome is acrocentric, and DAPIstained mitotic X chromosomes form a ''V'' with the centromeric heterochromatin ''head'' more brightly stained that the two sister chromatid arms ( Figure 1A ). The I-CreI-induced breaks create two distinct chromosome fragments: a centric short ''head'' and an acentric long arm ( Figure 1A ) (Royou et al., 2005) . A line bearing the I-CreI transgene with heat shock 70 promoter was used in our experiments. Late-third-instar larvae were heat shocked for 1 hr to induce I-CreI expression, followed by at least 1 hr of recovery. Heat shock itself provokes a dramatic reduction of the mitotic index of larval neuroblasts for up to 50 min after heat shock (Royou et al., 2005) . I-CreI expression induced a DNA damage checkpoint-dependent delay in interphase, indicating that I-CreI had damaged the DNA (Royou et al., 2005) .
To determine whether I-CreI efficiently creates DSBs, we stained neuroblasts with antibodies directed against gH2Av ( Figure 1B ). gH2Av accumulates specifically at the site of double-strand breaks (Vidanes et al., 2005) . In heat-shocked neuroblasts from control larvae, no lagging chromatids were observed at anaphase and no gH2Av signal was detected. In contrast, heat-shocked neuroblasts from I-CreI larvae exhibited lagging chromatids at anaphase. A strong punctate gH2Av signal was detected on these lagging chromatids, indicating that I-CreI had created DSBs ( Figure 1B) .
Third-instar larvae brains were fixed and stained with Orcein at multiple time points after heat shock to score the frequency of anaphases with lagging chromatids (Figures 1C and 1D ). Control larvae rarely exhibited anaphase with lagging chromatids. In contrast, lagging chromatids were observed in an average of 80% of neuroblasts for up to 5 hr after I-CreI induction ( Figure 1D ). Moreover, 1 day after I-CreI induction, half of the neuroblasts scored exhibited lagging chromatids ( Figure 1D ). Because the frequency of anaphases with acentrics remains high long after I-CreI induction, this suggests that the cells with acentrics are capable of multiple rounds of division. Alternatively, I-CreI may persist through multiple cycles, creating breaks that are constantly repaired.
Since 80% of the dividing cells exhibit lagging chromatids upon I-CreI induction, we assayed the effect of I-CreI expression on adult survival. Remarkably, no differences in the frequency of third-instar larvae developing into adults were observed between control and I-CreI-bearing larvae (Table 1) .
Acentric Sister Chromatids Lag during Anaphase but Ultimately Segregate Poleward
To understand how cells compensate for DSB-induced acentric chromosomes, we studied acentric behavior in living cells during mitosis using the GFP-H2Av marker (Clarkson and Saint, 1999) . We examined neuroblasts from late-third-instar larvae as they entered the first mitosis after I-CreI induction (1-2 hr after heat shock). Because I-CreI creates long X and small Y acentric fragments, female larvae neuroblasts were studied exclusively. Control images of heat-shocked neuroblasts highlight alignment (B) DAPI (cyan) and anti-gH2Av (red) fluorescent images of anaphase neuroblasts from heatshocked third-instar larvae, with (I-CreI) or without (control) the I-CreI transgene. gH2Av that marks DSBs is detected on the lagging chromatids upon I-CreI induction. The images are maximum projections of deconvolved Z sections. The scale bar represents 10 mm. (C) Orcein staining of anaphase neuroblasts from heat-shocked third-instar larvae with (I-CreI) or without (control) the I-CreI transgene. The time the larvae were dissected after heat shock is indicated on the bottom left. Lagging chromatids (red arrows) are observed after I-CreI induction. The scale bar represents 5 mm.
(D) Frequency of anaphase neuroblasts described in panel C with lagging chromatids (mean ± STD, n = number of brains). of the chromosomes during metaphase and rapid segregation of sister chromatids during anaphase ( Figure 2A , top row; Movie S1 available online). After induction of I-CreI, acentric chromosomes aligned at the periphery of the metaphase plate, slightly separated from the main body of chromosomes ( Figure 2A , cyan arrow; Movie S1). During anaphase the acentric fragments oriented on a plane parallel to the spindle and segregating toward the poles (Figure 2A , second row, cyan arrows; Movie S1). In this cell, the last acentric initiated its poleward movement 2.3 min after anaphase onset (yellow arrow). Remarkably, while acentric segregation was delayed, the acentrics underwent poleward movement in 95% of neuroblasts examined (n = 71). In 73% of anaphases, two acentric fragments segregated toward each pole (equal segregation), presumably giving rise to diploid daughter cells. In 27% of anaphases, we observed one, three, or four acentric fragments segregating to one pole (unequal segregation), thus creating aneuploid daughter cells (Figure 2A , third row, cyan arrowheads; Movie S1). In this cell, the last acentric initiated its poleward movement 5 min after anaphase onset (yellow arrow). Proper segregation of sister acentrics provides an opportunity for repair in the daughter cells and may account for the high survival rates. Because onequarter of the cells going through mitosis become aneuploid at each round of division, we predict that I-CreI expression at an earlier stage of development will induce lethality. In fact, we found that I-CreI expression at second-instar larval stage produced a high rate of lethality (data not shown).
We analyzed the delay of acentric poleward segregation by calculating the time elapsed between the anaphase onset (segregation of centric chromosomes) and the initiation of poleward movement of the last acentric chromatid. Most of the acentrics segregated within 4 min following anaphase onset (90%, n = 42, Figure 2B ).
Acentric and Centric X Chromosome Fragments Are Connected by DNA Tethers In control heat-shocked neuroblasts, the DAPI-stained X chromosomes exhibited normal V shape ( Figure 2C , control). After I-CreI induction, acentric and centric X chromosome fragments often remained associated with one another by a thin DNA thread (referred to as a ''tether'') ( Figure 2C , second row, cyan arrows). We also found 50% (n = 103) of acentric homologs interlinked ( Figure 2C , second row, purple arrows). Only 11% (n = 103) of cells had at least one X chromosome where the ). Secondrow images are representative of 73% mitotic neuroblasts in which acentrics segregate equally after I-CreI induction (n = 71). The acentrics (cyan arrowheads) are aligned at the metaphase plate slightly detached from the chromosome mass. At anaphase, they lag behind the main chromatids but eventually move toward the poles. Two acentric fragments are seen moving toward each pole (cyan arrowheads; the yellow arrow points to the last acentric initiating its poleward movement) (see Movie S1). Third-row images are representative of 27% mitotic neuroblasts scored in which acentric fragments segregate unequally toward the poles. In this example, four fragments segregate in one pole (cyan arrowheads, the yellow arrow points to the last acentric initiating its poleward movement) (see Movie S1). The white lines in the last column highlight the contour of the dividing cells. Time is presented as min:s. The scale bar represents 5 mm.
(B) Cumulative frequency of neuroblasts scored for the time elapsed between anaphase onset and initiation of poleward segregation of the last acentric fragment. In 38 out of 42 anaphases observed, the last acentric initiated its poleward movement within 4 min after anaphase onset. (C) Inverted images of DAPI-stained mitotic neuroblast X chromosomes of colchicine-treated neuroblasts from control or I-CreI heat-shocked larvae. The control X chromosomes exhibit a typical V shape. After I-CreI induction, the X centric and acentric fragments remain associated by a thread (cyan arrows). In addition, X homologs are often interlinked (purple arrows). In 11 out of 103 neuroblasts observed, one X acentric chromosome is dissociated from its centric partner (red arrows). The dissociated acentric sisters always remain together (red star) or are associated with the X homolog (yellow arrows).
acentric and centric fragments were dissociated ( Figure 2C , third row, red arrows). In some instances, the two acentric fragments, one from each homolog, appeared to be associated with the same centric fragment ( Figure 2C , third row, yellow arrow). When dissociated from the centric fragment, the acentric sister chromatids always remained paired ( Figure 2C , third row, red star). Since we observe acentrics without tethers, this suggests that they are easily broken or do not always form. We cannot rule out that some tethers might be too thin to be detected.
The DNA Tethers Are Decorated with BubR1, Polo, Aurora-B, and INCENP To determine whether neocentromeres play a role in acentric segregation, we examined the localization of Cid, the centromeric histone H3 variant, in live neuroblasts ( Figure S1A ). Functional kinetochores require Cid (Blower and Karpen, 2001) . In control cells, Cid-GFP localized on centromeres throughout mitosis (data not shown) (Schuh et al., 2007) . After I-CreI induction, no Cid-GFP signal was detected on lagging acentrics, suggesting that neocentromeres do not form on the acentrics ( Figure S1A , white arrows).
To test whether the presence of an acentric activates the spindle checkpoint, we analyzed the localization of two components of the spindle checkpoint, Mad2 and BubR1, after I-CreI induction (Musacchio and Salmon, 2007) . In vivo studies using GFP-Mad2 revealed faint Mad2 labeling at the kinetochore during anaphase ( Figure S1B , yellow arrows) (Buffin et al., 2005) . However, we did not observe signal of GFP-Mad2 in the vicinity of the lagging chromatids ( Figure S1B , white arrowheads; Movie S1). In contrast, immunostaining of prometaphase neuroblasts with anti-BubR1 antibodies revealed BubR1 puncta along the DNA tethers that connect the centric and acentric fragments in addition to its normal kinetochore localization ( Figure 3A , red arrows). A strong BubR1 signal was also observed at the broken end of each dissociated fragment ( Figure 3A , yellow arrows). In anaphase, BubR1 labeled the DNA tether and lagging acentric fragments. Interestingly, immunostaining of anaphase neuroblasts with antibodies directed against INCENP and Aurora B, two components of the chromosomal passenger complex, found a robust staining of these proteins at the tips of the lagging acentrics and on the tether ( Figure 3A , red arrows).
Our live analysis of neuroblasts expressing RFP-Histone and GFP-BubR1 confirmed the localization of BubR1 on the DNA tether. In control neuroblasts, GFP-BubR1 stained only the kinetochores ( Figure 3B and Movie S2) (Buffin et al., 2005) . Upon I-CreI induction, in addition to kinetochore staining, strong BubR1 puncta were observed in nonkinetochore regions ( Figure 3B , yellow arrow; Movie S2). This strong BubR1 staining persisted through anaphase and colocalized with the tip of the acentric (white and yellow arrows). BubR1 signal stretched from the tip of the lagging acentric to the bulk of chromatids as the cell progressed though anaphase ( Figure 3B , yellow arrow; Figure S1C ). The signal decreased in length during late anaphase as the acentric reached the main mass of chromosomes ( Figure 3B , yellow arrows). Three other unconventional BubR1 localizations were detected during anaphase. These were correlated with the tip of each lagging acentric fragment (white and red arrows). During metaphase and anaphase, the BubR1 signal on the tether was stronger than the BubR1 kinetochore signal ( Figure 3B and Figure S1C ).
Because Polo kinase interacts with BubR1 (Elowe et al., 2007; Wong and Fang, 2007) , we used a GFP-Polo construct to determine whether Polo localized on the tethers as well. GFP-Polo localized on centrosomes, spindle microtubules, and kinetochores during early anaphase and accumulated on the central spindle at cytokinesis in control neuroblasts ( Figure 3C and Movie S2) (Moutinho-Santos et al., 1999) . Upon I-CreI induction, GFP-Polo localized at the tip of the acentric fragments and along the length of the DNA tether ( Figure 3C and Movie S2). The GFPPolo signal became punctate as the tethers stretched from the acentric to the bulk of chromatids during anaphase ( Figure 3C , yellow arrows, 2:00 min).
To investigate whether similar BubR1-decorated tethers form following DBSs created in euchromatin, we exposed larval neuroblasts to 680 RADS g-irradiation. To increase the frequency of cells entering mitosis with DBSs, we irradiated neuroblasts from third-instar larvae mutant for the DNA damage checkpoint gene grp(chk1) (Royou et al., 2005) . In nontreated and treated grp(chk1) neuroblasts, BubR1 localized at the kinetochore, indicating that, in contrast with what has been observed in some mammalian cell types (Zachos et al., 2007) , Grp(Chk1) is not required for proper BubR1 accumulation at the kinetochore in Drosophila ( Figure 3D , control). After g-irradiation, tether-like structures were detected on chromosome arms ( Figure 3D , yellow arrows). Significantly, ectopic BubR1 signals were clearly visible on chromosome arms and on tethers ( Figure 3D , red and yellow arrows). These results indicate that tethers form at both euchromatic and heretochromatic DNA breaks. In addition, they show that BubR1 accumulates on DNA breaks regardless of the chromatin state.
BubR1 Spindle Checkpoint Activity Is Not Required to Delay Anaphase Onset upon I-CreI Induction
We tested the possibility that BubR1 tether association activates the spindle checkpoint. In fixed cells, we previously demonstrated that anaphase onset was delayed upon I-CreI induction (Royou et al., 2005) . Grapes (Grp), the Drosophila Chk1 homolog, but not BubR1, was required for this delay. To confirm that BubR1 spindle checkpoint activity is not required for the delay, we examined living cells in mitosis and timed the interval from nuclear envelope breakdown (NEB) to anaphase onset ( Figures  S2A and S2B) . In control neuroblasts, the average transit time from NEB to anaphase onset was 7.8 min (standard deviation [STD] = 1.8, n = 18). This timing increased significantly upon I-CreI induction (mean = 13.4 min, STD = 4.4, n = 44, Wilcoxon rank-sum test p < 0.0001). To test whether this delay required BubR1 spindle checkpoint function, we performed this analysis on homozygous strong hypomorph bubR1 1 mutant neuroblasts expressing one copy of BubR1 mutated in one of its KEN boxes and fused to RFP (thereafter referred to as bubR1-KEN mutant; see the Extended Experimental Procedures) (Rahmani et al., 2009) . Mutations in the KEN box impair BubR1 spindle checkpoint function (Burton and Solomon, 2007; Davenport et al., 2006; King et al., 2007; Malureanu et al., 2009; Rahmani et al., 2009; Sczaniecka et al., 2008) . Examination of live neuroblasts revealed that, after I-CreI induction, anaphase onset was delayed in bubR1-KEN mutant relative to non-I-CreI bubR1-KEN mutant (11.9 ± 4.0 versus 6.4 ± 1.4, mean ± STD, n = 38 and 23, respectively, Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p < 0.0001) ( Figure S2B ). These results suggest that BubR1 spindle checkpoint activity is not required to delay anaphase entry upon I-CreI induction.
We further verified this result by comparing the anaphase index in heat-shocked bubR1-KEN mutants with or without the I-CreI transgene (control and I-CreI respectively, Figure S2C ). The anaphase index was significantly lower in bubR1-KEN after I-CreI induction (Student's t test, p < 0.001). Each image is a maximum-intensity projection of deconvolved Z series. The first row shows typical GFP-Polo and chromosome dynamics from metaphase through telophase in a control neuroblast (see Movie S2). The second row shows GFP-Polo and chromosome dynamics from metaphase through anaphase in neuroblasts after I-CreI induction. GFPPolo alone is shown in the third row. Notice the strong GFP-Polo signal at the tip of the acentrics from metaphase through anaphase (red, cyan, and yellow arrows). GFP-Polo signal on the tethers stretches from the lagging acentrics through the main chromosome mass (yellow arrows). The segregation of the acentrics are unequal in this example, with two sister acentrics segregating together in one daughter cell (gray arrow, second row) and the two other sisters porperly segregating each to one daughter cell (white arrows) (see Movie S2). Time is presented as min:s. The scale bar represents 10 mm. (D) BubR1 localizes on chromosome breaks in euchromatin. Images of neuroblasts from grp(chk1) mutant larvae untreated (control) or treated with g-irradiation, stained with DAPI (cyan) and anti-BubR1 antibodies (red). BubR1 localized at the kinetochore in control and g-irradiated neuroblasts. In g-irradiated neuroblasts, ectopic BubR1 signal was also detected on chromosome arms (red arrows) and tether-like structures (yellow arrows). See also Figure S1 .
Reduction of BubR1 and Polo Function Results in Acentric Segregation Defects
To decipher the function of BubR1 and Polo on tethers, we examined the segregation of I-CreI-induced acentrics in live bubR1-KEN and bubR1-KD (kinase dead) mutant and transheterozygote polo 1 /polo 10 mutants (see the Extended Experimental Procedures). It has recently been shown that bubR1-KD retains spindle checkpoint activity but exhibits defects in spindle morphology. (Rahmani et al., 2009 ). Live analysis of bubR1-KD neuroblasts revealed a slight increase in the frequency of unequal segregation of acentrics compared to the wild-type (37.5% and 26.7%, respectively; Figure 4C) Figure 4C ). We also examined the influence of BubR1 and Polo on the timing of acentric segregation. In bubR1-KD, bubR1-KEN, and polo 1 /polo 10 mutants, the frequency of anaphases in which the last acentric initiated its poleward movement beyond 4 min after anaphase onset increased more than 3-, 5-, and 7-fold, respectively, relative to the wild-type (Pearson c 2 test, p < 0.04, p < 0.002, and p < 0.001, respectively; Figure 4D ). Interestingly, the frequency of acentrics that initiated poleward movement more than 7 min after anaphase onset (or did not initiate poleward movement within the time frame of the movie) was higher in the bubR1-KEN mutant compared to the wild-type and BubR1-KD and polo 1 /polo 10 mutants (26% versus 5% for the wild-type, Pearson c 2 test, p < 0.009; Figure 4D ). Some acentrics that failed to segregate within 7 min after anaphase onset were still connected to the bulk of chromatids by a GFP-histone positive tether ( Figures 4B and 4B 0 , purple square, red and cyan arrows). In other cases, no GFP-histonelabeled tethers were detected between the inert acentric fragments and the segregated chromatids ( Figures 4B and 4B 0 , yellow square, cyan arrows). In these cases, tethers may be present but not detectable by the GFP-histone signal.
Reduction of BubR1 or Polo Function Results in a Decrease of Acentric Chromosome Tethering
The I-CreI-induced acentrics congressed and aligned properly on the metaphase plate in all wild-type neuroblasts examined (Figure 2) . In bubR1-KEN and bubR1-KD mutants, we occasionally observed acentrics detaching from the metaphase plate. In the example shown in Figure 5A (purple circle and arrows), one acentric fragment was attached to the bulk of chromosomes by what appears to be the telomeric end of one sister chromatid. It detached during the prolonged metaphase but eventually reattached to the main chromosome mass ( Figure 5A , purple arrow). Anaphase was subsequently abnormal, giving rise to aneuploid daughter cells. Thus, tethers are unstable when BubR1 function is reduced.
Examination of chromosomes from prometaphase arrested cells in fixed bubR1-KEN mutant neuroblasts confirmed this result. The frequency of acentrics not tethered to their centric partner was significantly higher in the bubR1-KEN mutant compared to the wild-type (32% versus 11%, n = 138 and 103, respectively, Pearson c 2 test, p < 0.001; Figure 5B ). In addition, the frequency of dissociated acentrics more than doubled in the polo 1 /polo 10 mutant relative to the wild-type (31% versus 11%, n = 116 and 103, respectively, Pearson c 2 test, p < 0.001;
Figure 5B). We also examined the frequency of dissociated acentrics in mad2 p null mutants. Mad2 is a core component of the spindle checkpoint but does not localize on tethers. In mad2 p mutants, we observed similar frequencies of dissociated fragments as in the wild-type (12% versus 11%, n = 130 and 103, respectively; Figure 5B ). These results, combined with the live analysis, suggest a model in which BubR1 and Polo are required for the integrity of the tethers in a Mad2-independent manner.
Reduction of BubR1 or Polo Function Results in a Great
Reduction of the Survival Rate Disruption of BubR1 function dramatically decreased the frequency of I-CreI larvae developing into adults (18.4% ± 7.6% versus 72.1% ± 10.7% in control larvae) ( Table 1 ). In addition, bubR1-KEN larvae produced adults with rough eyes, defective wings, and missing bristles ( Figure 5C and data not shown). These defects are likely the result of significant cell loss during development. We also observed a great sensitivity of polo 1 / polo 10 mutants to I-CreI induction (Table 1) . No viable adults developed from larvae in which I-CreI was induced. In some instances, adults died while enclosing. Unlike polo-and bubR1-compromised mutants, mad2 p mutant survival rate was similar to the control (Table 1) .
DISCUSSION
While the canonical mechanism driving chromosome segregation is via kinetochore-microtubule interactions, studies have demonstrated efficient segregation of chromosomes lacking centromeric DNA (Ishii et al., 2008; Kanda et al., 2001; Kaye et al., 2004; Platero et al., 1999) . This occurs either through the formation of neocentromere or direct association of the acentric to intact chromosomes. Our analysis of I-CreI-induced acentrics reveals a distinct tether-based mechanism by which acentrics are efficiently segregated to daughter cells. These acentrics rely on DNA threads decorated with BubR1, Polo, INCENP, and Aurora-B to segregate equally toward the poles (Figure 6 ).
The observation that segregating acentrics possess a DNA tether connecting them to their centric partner suggests that tethers facilitate acentric segregation. During the period in which segregation of the acentric is delayed while the main mass of chromosomes has fully segregated, the length of the tether increases to accommodate the increased distance between the segregating centric fragment and the inert acentric. This increase could occur either through a spooling-out to create a longer tether, or stretching of the tether. We favor the latter alternative, as this readily explains the delay in acentric segregation followed by prompt segregation to the poles until they reach the main mass of chromatids. That is, the tether may be elastic, and as tension builds, the tether stretches ultimately resulting in rapid tether contraction (Figure 6 ). Elastic forces have been proposed in other instances in which chromatin tethers have been observed. Severing of crane-fly meiotic chromosomes during anaphase results in the acentric chromosome fragments moving backward across the equator (LaFountain et al., 2002) . This finding led to the conclusion that sister telomeres are connected by an elastic tether that exerts a force opposing poleward forces. In Drosophila, heterochromatic threads connect achiasmatic chromosome homologs during meiosis (Hughes et al., . Strong RFP-BubR1-KEN signal is present along the length of the tether. The white arrowheads highlight two sister acentrics segregating to opposite poles. The purple arrowheads highlight the other two sister acentrics that will move to opposite poles. The yellow arrow points to the last acentric initiating its poleward movement more than 4 min after anaphase onset. The second and third rows provide examples of defects in acentric segregation. In the second row, two acentrics associated with each other stay at the metaphase plate (white arrowhead) before initiating a slow poleward movement toward the same pole (yellow arrow) (see Movie S3). In the third row, the acentrics have not yet initiated poleward movement 7 min after anaphase onset (white arrowhead) (see Movie S3). Each image is a maximum-intensity projection of deconvolved Z series. Time is presented as min:s. The scale bar represents 10 mm.
(B) Early (0:00) and late (7:00) anaphase time points of a bubR1-KD mutant neuroblast after I-CreI induction. GFP-H2Av labels the main mass of segregated chromatids (yellow star) as well as the two pairs of acentrics (red and cyan arrows). One sister acentric rejoined the main chromosomes after 7 min (right red arrow), while the other three sisters remained at the metaphase plate (left red and cyan arrows). The scale bar represents 5 mm.
(B 0 ) The images are enlargements of the yellow and purple highlighted regions in (B). The images surrounded by the purple rectangle show an acentric (red arrows) that remains at the metaphase plate during anaphase. A DNA tether (purple lines) can be detected connecting the acentric to the main mass of chromatids. The tether increases in length over time. The images from the yellow rectangle depict sister acentrics that also linger on the metaphase plate and remain closely associated with one another (cyan arrows). No DNA tether can be detected connecting them to the main mass of segregating chromatids. Images are maximum-intensity projections of deconvolved Z series. Time is presented as min:s. The scale bar represents 5 mm.
(C) Frequency of unequal versus equal segregation of acentrics in wild-type, bubR1-KD, bubR1-KEN, and polo 1 /polo 10 mutant neuroblasts.
(D) Frequency of neuroblasts in which the last acentric initiates its poleward movement within 4 min, from 4.3 to 7 min or after 7 min following the onset of anaphase in the wild-type and bubR1-KD, bubR1-KEN, and polo 1 /polo 10 mutants. The last category (>7 min) includes neuroblasts where acentrics never initiate poleward movement within the time frame of the movie. n = number of neuroblasts. See also Figure S2. 2009). It is proposed that these threads mediate congression of nonexchange chromosomes via their elastic properties. Reduction of BubR1 or Polo activity results in an increase in the frequency of abnormal acentric segregation and a decrease in acentric chromosome tethering. These observations indicate that these tether-associated kinases are involved in tether function. They may play a role in generating tether-elastic forces driving acentric segregation. This idea is supported by the observation that, during anaphase, in bubR1-and polo-compromised mutants, acentrics linger at the metaphase plate much longer than acentrics in wild-type cells. We also find instances in these mutants where tethers stretch from the inert acentrics to the segregating chromosome mass without initiating acentric poleward movement. This suggests a failure in tether contraction.
Although a large number of cells in larval brains exhibit lagging acentric chromosomes after I-CreI induction, there is no effect on adult survival. Insight into the high survival rates comes from the finding that in a wild-type background, sister acentrics segregate accurately to opposing poles with a high frequency. Thus, if a cell enters anaphase with a DSB, a final option may be to properly segregate acentrics enabling reassociation of the centric and acentric chromosome fragments and repair of the DSB in the daughter cells. This is supported by the observation that in bubR1 and polo mutants, the frequency in which acentrics segregate equally to opposing poles is significantly decreased and there is a corresponding reduction in adult survival. We cannot rule out that spindle defects inherent to the polo mutants underly the synthetic lethality of polo mutants with I-CreI expression. However, we found that mutations disrupting BubR1 kinase activity, which alters spindle structure, produce a less dramatic defect in acentric segregation than mutations in the BubR1 KEN box that impair BubR1 checkpoint function. The fact that spindle integrity was not detectably altered in a previous analysis of bubR1-KEN mutant neuroblasts (Rahmani et al., 2009) (A) Time-lapse imaging of mitotic GFP-H2Av-labeled neuroblasts from wild-type and bubR1-KD mutant larvae expressing I-CreI. In the wild-type, the acentrics align at the metaphase plate and segregate toward each pole during anaphase (purple arrow). In the bubR1-KD mutant, we observe instances in which the acentric (purple circle) is associated with the main chromosome mass, and then detaches and migrates away (purple arrow). The acentric eventually reassociates with the chromosome mass. Anaphase is triggered soon after but is abnormal. Time is presented as min:s. The scale bar represents 5 mm.
(B) Frequency of acentrics that are associated or dissociated from their centric partners. The quantification was done as described in Figure 2C . n = number of neuroblasts. Neuroblasts were scored in two independent experiments for each genotype (two to four brains per experiment).
(C) Images of adult eyes from bubR1-KEN mutant, homozygote (bubR1/bubR1), or heterozygote (bubR1/CyO) for bubR1 1 with (I-CreI) or without (control) the I-CreI transgene. The third-instar larvae were heat shocked and allowed to develop into adults. Note the roughness of the eye of bubR1-KEN mutant after I-CreI induction suggesting a loss of omatidia during development.
kinetochores and inhibits the anaphase-promoting complex/ cyclosome (APC/C) until all chromosomes are properly attached to the spindle (Musacchio and Salmon, 2007) . Recently, BubR1 has been found to accumulate on unprotected telomeres and is thought to activate the spindle checkpoint (Musarò et al., 2008) . We found that I-CreI-generated acentrics delay anaphase onset via activation of the DNA damage checkpoint Grp(Chk1) but independently of the BubR1 spindle checkpoint activity (Royou et al., 2005) . We speculate that some as-yet unidentified APC/ C substrates are associated with the tether and are important for tether function. Since BubR1 remains strongly associated with the tether well into anaphase, it may efficiently inhibit the APC/C activity locally on the tether, thus preserving tether integrity throughout mitosis. On the other hand, BubR1 KEN box may have a role in addition to APC/C inhibition that is important for BubR1 function on the tether. We currently do not know the complete nature of the DNA tethers reported here and the mechanisms by which they form. The fact that tether can form in euchromatin as well as heterochromatin indicates they are a general feature of Drosophila chromosomes. We speculate that the presence of DBSs may result in the cell entering mitosis with unresolved replication intermediates that promote tether formation. Support for this idea comes from recent studies reporting that replication stress results in the formation of BLM (Bloom syndrome, RecQ helicase-like)-associated ultrafine DNA bridges linking homologs at fragile loci during mitosis (Chan et al., 2009 ). An alternative possibility is that the presence of DSBs even after replication has terminated necessitates the long-term recruitment of the repair machinery. The cell may enter mitosis with repair intermediates hampering chromatin condensation at the site of DSBs, thus creating the tethers. Interestingly, DNA tethers form between chromosome homologs or heterologs during meiosis when condensin complex function is impaired (Hartl et al., 2008) . The observation that BubR1 accumulates on DNA breaks regardless of the chromatin state suggests a more direct role of BubR1 on DNA repair in mitotic cells. It might, for instance, stabilize the repair machinery that keeps the DNA fragments apposed.
We find that tethered and untethered acentric sister chromatids remain tightly apposed well into anaphase. The mechanism by which these sisters are held together is unclear as cohesins are removed from chromosome arms as early as prophase in Drosophila (Warren et al., 2000) . Similar observations have been shown in yeast in which centric and acentric fragments were created by the HO endonuclease (Kaye et al., 2004; Melo et al., 2001) . The authors found instances where acentric sister chromatids remain linked. This association depends partially on repair machinery components and impairs their proper segregation. Based on these findings, we speculate that I-CreI-generated acentric sister chromatids are held together by the entanglement of their respective tethers generated by repair mechanisms. In most instances, this entanglement is resolved during progression through anaphase. Failure to resolve entanglement would result in the unequal segregation of acentrics (Figure 6 ).
Recent studies have reported DNA tether-like structures that connect achiasmate chromosomes in Drosophila meiosis (B) Upon I-CreI induction, the centric and acentric sister chromatids fragments remain associated via BubR1-and Polo-decorated DNA tethers (pink). At anaphase onset, the centric sisters separate and initiate poleward movement via kinetochore/spindle attachment. The acentric sisters stay together at the metaphase plate, while the tether stretches to compensate for the increased distance between the moving centrics and the inert acentrics. Tether formation may be the consequence of unreplicated DNA or unresolved repair intermediates in the region of the DSBs. Entangled tethers may serve to hold sister acentrics together until early anaphase. We speculate that the tether is elastic and that once the entanglement is resolved, the tethers contract, pulling the sister acentrics apart from each other and toward their segregating centric partner. This scenario explains the predominantly (73%) equal segregation of acentrics observed in wild-type mitotic neuroblasts. In the remaining neuroblasts, unequal segregation of sister acentrics is observed. (C-E) Prolonged entanglement of sister tethers through anaphase could result in the breakage of one of the tether (C). Reduced BubR1 and Polo function increases the frequency of acentrics lacking tethers (D), results in slower poleward movement of the acentric (E), and increases the frequency of unequal acentric segregation (C). These phenotypes suggest that these proteins play a role in tether stability and contraction and may be involved in the resolution of entangled tethers. Whether these phenotypes are a consequence of a global role that BubR1 and Polo may play on chromatin architecture remains to be elucidated. (Hughes et al., 2009) . These threads contain the passenger proteins INCENP and Aurora B. INCENP-coated DNA tethers are also present during anaphase in mammalian cells (Baumann et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2008) . Significantly Aurora B and INCENP decorate I-CreI-induced tethers. This implies that all tethers share similar properties and their origin and structure are conserved features of the eukaryotic cell cycle.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Fly Stocks
All stocks were raised on standard medium at 25 C. The bubR1 1 (Basu et al., 1999; Logarinho et al., 2004) , bubR1-KEN, bubR1-KD (Rahmani et al., 2009) , mad2 P (Buffin et al., 2007) , polo 1 (Llamazares et al., 1991) , and polo 10 (Donaldson et al., 2001) mutations were previously described. Additional stocks and crosses are described in the Extended Experimental Procedures.
Cytology and Microscopy
Crawling third-instar larvae were placed in a vial containing small amount of standard media and heat shocked in a 37 C water bath for 1 hr or irradiated for 680 rads with a Torrex 120D machine (Astrophysics Research Corporation). The larvae were dissected 1-2 hr after treatment, unless otherwise indicated. Methods for measuring survival rate and lagging chromosome frequency are described in the Extended Experimental Procedures. For immunostaining, the brains were dissected in PBS and fixed as described in Williams and Goldberg (1994) . The anti-gH2Av (Kim McKim) and anti-BubR1 (Claudio Sunkel) antibodies were used at 1/1000. Anti-INCENP and anti-Aurora B (William Earnshaw) antibodies were used at 1/500. Secondary alexa 488 anti-rabbit antibodies (Molecular Probes) were used at 1/500. The preparations were mounted with Vectashield containing DAPI (Vector Laboratories, Inc.) and observed with a wide-field fluorescence inverted Leica DMI6000B microscope equipped with a Hamamatsu ORCA C9100 EM-CCD camera and 1003 (NA 1.4) lens and 13 binning. Z series images of 0.2 mm intervals were acquired, processed, and deconvolved with LAS AF6000 software. Additional image processing was done with Adobe Photoshop. All images are maximum-intensity projections.
Live Analysis of Larval Neuroblasts
Preparation of third-instar larval brains for live analysis were dissected in PBS and transferred in a drop of PBS on a coverslip. The brain was slightly squashed as described in Buffin et al. (2005) . The brains were observed with the wide-field fluorescent microscope described above. Z series of 0.5 mm steps were acquired every 20 s for a maximum time of 25 min. All movie frames are maximum-intensity projections.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, two figures, and three movies and can be found with this article online at doi:10.1016/j.cell.2009.12.043.
